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To us…it’s so much more
than just a space.
It’s the future of learning.
We know that even the most inspiring learning spaces are only as great as the ideas that
happen inside them.
Because both students and professors need great spaces to ask questions and solve the
problems of tomorrow.
At Continental Office, we’re experts in creating learning environments that inspire tomorrow’s
passionate leaders, and today’s analytical problem-solvers and creative go-getters who
inhabit them. Since 1939, we’ve created memorable experiences through the delivery of
intentional spaces so our clients and partners are inspired to change the way they work and
think.

What we do
We challenge the status quo and strive to change the way you think about college
and university learning spaces. With our 75+ years of experience, we deliver:
Furniture
Boost student and instructor productivity and get them energized about
learning with functional, stylish pieces selected with them in mind. From
flexible tables and seating to collaborative spaces and accessories, we have
options for all budgets and any workspace or learning environment.
Floors
Complement your learning centers from the ground up with a wide variety of
flooring solutions. From carpet to hard surfaces, we’ll help you find the right
solution for your environment.
Walls
Create extreme levels of customizable, sustainable architectural interiors that
promote collaboration, integrate technology and remain flexible as your
classroom needs change.
Branding
Give your potential and current students, faculty and administration a
memorable, branded experience. It’s your story to tell – make an impact.

How we do it

Services
Buying furniture is just the first step. We offer a variety of manufacturerneutral services to help you throughout your workspace lifecycle and make

We’re dedicated and deliberate in every relationship we make. That’s why we believe in a
three-phase creative process to ensure that we’ve addressed every detail to deliver the best
results, every time. Additionally, everything we do is technology-enabled, which means you have
access to your project at the tip of your fingers anytime, anywhere.

Discover

Design

Deliver

First, we want to know your goals.
Our organized, team-based
group of creative
problem-solvers will come
together to create a customized,
original plan that will address

That same group of trusted
industry experts will address
those challenges. You’ll get a
tailored, comprehensive
design solution specific to
your goals, whether you’re
planning just for today or
tomorrow, too.

Action is everything. We push
ourselves to explore new
possibilities and generate
solutions to any problem. And
this resourceful approach to
how we work allows us to find
solutions others can’t.

your learning space challenges.

